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1 INTRODUCTION 

At the present time, the theory of electroweak interactions, has a status 
of theory which is confirmed with a high degree of precision. However, 
some experimental results (the existence of the quarks acyd the leptons 
families, etc.) did not get any explanation in the framework of the 
theory. One part of the electroweak . theory is the existenc~ of quark 
mixings introduced by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices (i.e., 
these matrices are used for parametrization of the quark mixing). 

In previous works [1] a dynamical mechanism of quark mixing by 
the use of four doublets of massive vector carriers of weak interaction 
B±, c±, D±, E±, i.e., expansion of the standard theory of weak inter
action (the theory of dynamical analogy of the Cabibbo-Cobayashi
Maskawa matrices) working on the tree level, was proposed. 

This work is devoted to the study of J{0 , K0 oscillations in the the
ory of dynamical analogy of the Cabibbo-Cobayas_hi-Maskawa matrices. 

At first, we will give the general elements of the theory of dynamical . 
analogy of the Cabibbo-Cobayashi-Maskawa matrices, then the J(

0
, j{0 

oscillations will be considered in this theory. 

2 The Theory of Dynamical Analogy of the Cabibbo
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices 

In the case of three families of quarks the current JP has the followip.g 

form: 

Jl-' = (iict)L'YPV (·~) 
b. L 

( 

Vud Vus Vub ) . 

V = Vcd Vcs l/;;i, ' 
Via Vis Vib 

where V is Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [2]. 
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Mixings of the d, s, b quarks are not connectf'd "·it.h the weak in
teraction (i.e., with Hf±, zo bosons exchanges). From equation (1) it. 
is well seen that mixings of the d, s, b quarks and exchange of Tv·±, zo 
bosons take place in an independent manner (i.e .. if matrix l' ~vere 
diagonal, mixings of the d; s, b quarks would not have taken place). 

If the mechanism of this mixings is realized indq>endently of the 
weak interaction (W±, zo boson exchange) with a i1rohabilit.y deter
mined by the mixing angles· 8,{3, ~f, 8 (see below). tlwn this violation 
could be found in the strong and electromagnetic int<•ractions of the 
quarks as a clear violations of the isospin. strangeness and heauty. But, 
the available experimental results show that there is no dear violations 
of the number conservations in strong and electromagnetic interac
tions of the quarks. Then we must connect the non-conservation of the 
isospins, strangeness and beauty (or. mixings of the d. s, [, quarks) with 
some type of interaction mixings of the quarks. \Ve cau do it intro
ducing (together with the nr±' zo bosous) the h(·avicr we tor bosons 
B±, C±, D±, E± which interact with the d, 8, b quarks with violation of 
isospin, strangeness and beauty. 

\Ve shall choose parametrization of matrix V iu tlH' form offered by 
Maiani [3] 

( I 0 0 ) ( cp 0 ''' exp( -i/5) ) ( co '' 0 ) 
V = 0 c1 s1 0 1 0 -so co 0 , 

0 -s1 c1 . -Sj]eXp(iO) 0 Cj] . 0 0 1 

ce =cos e, so= sine, exp( i8) =cos (i + i sin b. (2) 

To the nondiagonal terms in (2), which are responsible for mixing of 
the d, s, b- quarks and CP-violation in the thre<' matrices, we shall 
make correspond four doublets of vector bosons B±. c±, D±, E± whose 
contributions are parametrized by four angle's e. !3, f• /l . It. is supposed 
that the real part of Re( sp exp(ib)) = s13 cos /l corresponds to the vec
tor boson c± , and the imaginary part of I m( s 13 exp( ib)) = 8 fl sin /5 
corresponds to the vector boson E± (the couple constant of E is an 
imaginary value!). Then, when ri << ntfF , W<' get.: 
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2 2 
rv mwgB tane = - 2- 2-, 

ms9w 
2 . 2 . 

rv mw9c 
tan{J=~· 

mc9w 
m2 92 

tail 'V ~ ---.!.!:::._Q 
I- 2 2 ' 

m-v9w 
. 2 2 

~: rv mwgE tan u = - 2- 2-. 
mEgW 

If 9B± ~ gc± ~ 9D± ~ 9£± ~ 9w± , then 
2 rv1nw 

tane = - 2-, 
ms 

2 rv1nw 
tanf3 = - 2-, me 

2 rv1nw 
tan1 = - 2-, 

mv 
2 rv1nw 

·tan8 = --. 
m~ 

(3) 

(4) 

Concerning the neutral vectbr bosons B 0 , C 0, D0 , E 0 , the neutral 
scalar bosons B'0 ; C'0, D'0, E'0and the. GIM mechanisin [4] we , can 
repeat th~sa;me argumen~s which were given in the previous work [1]. 

The proposed Lagrangian for expansion of the weak interaction 
theory (without CP-violation) has the following form: 

Lint= i L9i(Ji,a A~+ c.c.), (5) 

where Ji,a = i/;;,L!<>Tcp;,L, '. 

/ 

T.= ( ~1 ~)' 
i=l i=2 i=3 

~i,L = ( ~ ) L ' ( ~ ) L' (~ ) L' 
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i=l i=2.i=3 

(d) (d) (s) 
<p;,L = S . L ' b L ' b L, 

The weak interaction carriers A~, which are responsible for the 
weak transitions between different ·quark families an' connected with 
the B, C, D bosons in the following manner: 

A 1 
---* B± A 2 ---* c± · 4:3 ---* n± 

a a' a cr'·u- · o• (G) 
·' 

Using the data from [5] and equation { 4) we hcn•p obtained the 
following masses for B±, C±, D±, £± bosons: 

3 

mB± ~ 169.5 + 171.8 GeV, 

me±~ 345.2 + 448.4 GeV, (7) 

mD± ~ 958.8 + 1794 GeV, 

mE±~ 4170+4230 GeV. 

Oscillations of Neutral K 0 , J{o Mesons in the 
Theory of Dynamical Analogy of Kabibbo-Koba
yashi-Maskawa Matrices 

The oscillations of E 0
, !?0 mesons are characterized h~· two parametrs: 

angle mixing-(} and length- R or time oscillations-T. 

At first, we will consider mixings of E 0 mesons and then obtain the 
Lagrangian for mass differences of Ii..'f, Eg arising for existence of the 
weak interaction through B boson violating strangeness, and further 
mass differences of Kf, Kg mesons is estimated. In tlH' end, the general 
scheme of 11..'0 , R 0 meson oscillations is given. 

In the further considerations, for transition from the standard 
model to our model, the following values are used for sinO, cos() and 
Gp: . 
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•) "2 •) 
. • 11 rv 111 it·flu rv 111 it· 
.';lllfl = ~- = -.-,. 

mnfJw llljJ 

co.</0 = 1- sin10. {8) 
2 

G·"l-~ TF-, .2· · 32m 11· 

A) Mixings of E 0 , K 0 mesons 

Lf't us consider mixings of E 0• i\'0 tiwsons. 

!{0 and 1\'0 consist of (7, s. d. Ji. quarks and han' tlw same masses 
(it is a consequence of the CPT inYariance) but their strangenesses are 
different s 1.;n = -1, s !\"" = 1. Sinn' t h<' m·ak intPraction. through B 
boson exchanges, changf's the strangetwss. t lwn t hi' l\-o. K 0 ar<' mixf:<L 

The mixings of l\.-o lll<'Sons can h<' <·ousi<kn·d nsiug t hP follmYing 
nondiagonalmass matrix of l\-o tw•sous: 

•) 

( 

111/.;n 
"2 

171 /\'" /\ 0 

Ill 1,·n. h·o "2 ) 
:l 

111/i'll 
{9) 

Since m},·o = m7~o· t.hF angle H' of J\-u. ~~-u mixing. or tlw angle 
rotation for diagonalization of this matrix 

( 
mY · 0 ) 

() Ill~ ' 

given by the expression: 

2 
111 K"f,·"., 

fu2H' = 11 "2. - 111/,·o 
·' I J, o 

equal ( ()' =) f and 

2 1 2 :l 
m 1,2 = 2({m1.;o- m K") ± { :! :l ):! :! )'l) 

111/,·n - /Ill,·" + -l( 111 1,."/\" • ( 1 ()) 

2 '). '). 
tn 1 - H/ 1 = IH 1,., 1,.,. 

( 11) 
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Then the following new states Ej1• E~ arisf': 

r. -o 1\.-o + f""-o 
.1\. I = __.H. 

.j2 

-o Eo_ I ... --o 
l\.2 = .j2 (12) 

Below the C P-invariance is snpposPd to hf' strong conservat.ed (the 
consequences which arise of tlw CP-violatiou wPn· discussed in work 
[6] ), and then the following decays arc possible: ( CP parity of E? is 
P(K?) = +1, and of J\.-g is P(RJ) = -1) 

K?-+ 21r. 

.. 
r.-0 3 
.l\2 -+ 7!". (13) 

B). A Lagrangian for ~lass diffei·ences of E\1• EJ ldPsons and Esti
mation of the Value of this Difference 

If the masses of KP, KJ mesons are the average Yah I<' of Lagrangian 
L (the evident form of L 'viii be ohtainned below) t.ht•n: 

2 r. -o I L ll-o 2 1-o I L I r. -o ml =< .1\.1 .._, >. 1112 =< "-2 .1\2 >. (14) 

and, if to take into account equation ( 12) then: 

mi- m~ =< 1\.-o I L I 1\.-o > + < Ro I L I f.._-o > . (15) 

The calculation of the value t:l.m = m 1 - n1 2 willlw executed in the 
framework of the weak quark interactions using th(' following diagram: 

s u, c d 

B B 

d u, c s 

6 

1 
: J 

') 
' . 

where B is a boson changing the strangeness; u, care quarks (for sim-
plification the t quark is not t.aketi into account).· · · 

\Ve do not give here the details of the calculation on this diagram 
since they 'vere widely discussed in literature [7,8]. Using the standard 
Feynman rules for the weak interaction (after integrating on· the inside 
lines, twice _using the Firtz rules and without the outside momenta), we 
obtain the following equation for 'the amplitude of E 0 -+ 1?0 transition: 

M(Ko·-+ J\.-0) = G}m~sin2Bco82(} cTQ sJQa 8 = 
- 87r2 0' (16) 

= GdQ0 sciQn 8, 

h . G _ G'j.m~sia28cos2 8 Q _ --v (1 _ --v ) 'v ere - ~ " , a - 1<> ,5 · 

Then, the Lagrangian for this process 'vit.h changing the strangeness 
on ~8 = -2 is: 

Lt;.s=-2 = -GcZQ0 scZQ"' 8, (17) 

and the Lagrangian with 6.8 = +2 is Lagrangian conjugated by Ermit 
to Lagrangian (17). 

Using equations (14), (15) and quark Lagrangian (17), 6.m is com
puted. 

For this purpose the following phenomenological matrix element is 
used: 

< 0 I cTQ~8 I 1\:0 >= 9KfKPa, (18) 

where Pn is four~momentum, 9K is the wave function of !{0 meson and 
fK ~ 1.27 f'fl' . If to take into account that the quarks have colour, then 
there appears the factor (1 + !). 
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So, the following equation for matrix element of L is obtained: 

B-0 I L I ['0 rv 8 G 2 J2 < 1. \. >= 3 nrl\- I\· (19) 

For· the full matrix· element of L, "d1en also tlH· inverse process 
j(O ----+ J(0 is taken into account , the following equat.ion is obtained: 

< J(o I L I j(O > + < R~ I L I Eo >~ 136 Gm7df.-, 

and then for masse differences: 

2 2 16 ' 2 2 
ml- m2 = 3Gmf,·fA·· 

or 
A ( ) rv 8G j·;! u1n = Hl-J- 1n2 =- ·m-1\" 1,-. 

3 -
(20) 

If to take into account equation (8), then the equation (20) for Llm is 
rewritten in the following form: 

4 2 1 2 2 . mw g B "l '2 rv 2 
Llm = --2 mi-dl\-mc(l- -4-)(~) .g11 - = fJB• (21) 

967r m 8 m 8 

i.e. Llm is inversely proportional to the mass of B boson, the carrier 
changing strangeness, in the fourth degree 

1 
Llm rv -4. 

mn 

Inthe general case we obtain: the heavier mass of the carrier chang
ing the strageness, the less is !:J.m : 

1 4 
-- rv 1n 
b..ni B• 

(22) 

or the heavier mass of the carrier changing the strangeness, the more is 
the time (the length R) of oscillation: 

4 R T rv 17IB, . = TV, (23) 

where v is the velocity of the oscillating particle. 

8 

The m;,o,~-o in (9) and (11) or ~111 in (20) dJHrac-tPrize the time 
of E 0 h It0 transitions or t h<' mass val uP corr<•spoudiug to. this· tim<'. 
And at transitions from statPs I\". Ra to stat<'s E('. I\:j tlw mass sum 
mJ,·o + m;,.o = m7,-f + m7,·!J is not changed siuc-1' _thP "-<·ak interaction is 
')'5 invariance interaction and it cannot g<'n<'ratl' massPs [9]. 

C) The scheme of I\0 • I\'0 oscillations 

As au <'Xamp!P of this ()s'c·illatiou "·e consickr t lw osc-illation of I\·o 
m<'sous crC'ated iu tll<' reac-tion ~~- + P ___, /\"0 + .\. At t = 0 ''"<' han' 
the state /\"0 (0). 'tlwn in tiuw t -1- 0 for I\.0 (t). if to takP into account 
<'quation (12), "'<' g<'t /\"0: 

} -o( ) 1[(I·o I--o) ( . r,t) (I·o I--o) .. f.,t)] \. t =- { + \ e.rJI -1m 1t-- + \ - \ c.rJI(-un-d--·- = 
2 2 - 2 

1 o . r, r., = 2,I\ e;rp( -im2t}[c.1'p( -i~mt-
2 

t) + ('.lp(-
2
• t)]+ (2--l) 

1 -o . . r, f., 
+2.E c.rp(-im 1 t)[c.rJI{i~lllf- 2 

t)+<·.rJ!(-
2
·n]. 

< < 

From (23) it is ckar that on th<' hackgronB<l of /\"0 llH'son dPca~·s: tlw 
oscillations of E 0 mesons titkl' placp [7 .9]. 

4 Conclusion 

The elements of the thPory of d~·uamical <'Xpansinu of t h<' weak iutPr
action theory working on the tr<'<' kY<'l. i.<' .. t.he tlH•or~· of d~·namical 
analogy of Cabibbo-I\:ohayashi-rdaskawa mat.ricPs. m•rp giwn. 

The equation for mass tliffpn·ncP of I\.·\l. I\~ mPsons or tlw l0ngt h 
of K 0 , J\'0 meson oscillations was calculat<'<l. In t.hl' fram<'work of this 
theory the oscillations of K 0, k 0 m<'sons which aris<' at Yiolation of 
strang<'ness by B hosons wer<' consid<'red. 

The general conclusion is: Th<' !Pngt h <~f I\t~ )i.·o IIIPSOB os<"illatioBs 
is proportional to the mass of fl bOSOll (which dl<lllgl's StTilll[!;<'lH'SS) in 
the fourth degree. 
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